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EDITORIAL

Increasingly technological lighting
with a focus on sustainability
Environmentally friendly, smart and more colourful. Thanks to constant
technological improvements, lighting takes on new functions and offers a
boarder range of design solutions. Think of the significance of colour, for
example. The American researcher Deborah Burnett, in her article on page
74, explains the importance of a correct perception of colours for sales
mechanisms and, more generally, for the psychophysical wellbeing that
derives from a good quality of light. To this end, today LEDs are showing
great progress thanks to new technologies capable of permanently
overcoming the limits shown by this light source when it comes to
colour rendering.
Therefore, the LED market share continues to increase though
not at the expected rate. In fact, despite the great advantages
in terms of environmental protection and energy savings
guaranteed by the new light source, the sector is not sufficiently
supported by public funds as in other “green” technologies,
such as for example solar panels and wind power. This is further
described in our special report on page 37 where we examine the
present and future of lighting technologies. A future that is expected
to be full of innovation, connected with the greater integration
between lighting systems and computers. Light will be integrated inside
objects, not only into fittings and will acquire new functions in our daily lives.
Meantime it is time that lighting plays a more important role in projects
where the infrastructure is particularly important, such as in sports facilities
built for international football championships covered by high-resolution
television broadcasting. In this issue, at page 18, we will describe the
beautiful project of one of Italy’s leading architects, Vittorio Gregotti, for the
stadiums in Morocco hosting the upcoming Club World Cup.
Another Made in Italy excellence, Lamborghini, as illustrated on page 4, has
decided to extend and renovate the company’s head facilities, including
lighting, focussing on environmental sustainability.
Giorgio Sottsass
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by Greta La Rocca - photo Beatrice Arenella

BOLOGNA - ITALY

		 The Lamborghini plant has
a new zero-impact lighting system
SANT’AGATA BOLOGNESE, OR THE “CITY OF
LAMBORGHINI” AS THE SIGN AT THE ENTRANCE
OF THE TOWN PROCLAIMS, IS A SMALL
COMMUNITY OF ALMOST 7,000 PEOPLE SITUATED
IN THE REGION OF EMILIA ROMAGNA IN AN AREA
BETWEEN BOLOGNA AND MODENA, ALSO KNOWN
AS “TERRA DEI MOTORI” OR “MOTOR VALLEY”.
Here, exactly fifty years ago the businessman
Ferruccio Lamborghini founded the famous car
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manufacturer of the same name. Strongly rooted
in the local community and always committed
to research for growth and development,
the company has become, over the years, a
milestone in the history of luxury sports cars
with a very recognisable style.
With a turnover of € 469 million (as of 2012,
showing an increase of over 100 million
compared to 2011), and sales equally distributed
in Europe, America, and Asia, Lamborghini cars ›

Technical specifications
◗ Investor
Automobili Lamborghini
◗ Architectural project
Archilinea
◗ Engineering
Prospazio
◗ Lighting design
Studio Elettroprogetti
Featured here, a picture of the old entrance. The space is lit with Fonosva Milano LED fixtures
ecessed into the ceiling. Worth mentioning are the wall surfaces covered with white ceramic slabs.
Here to the side, the entrance seen from the outside: Milano spotlights are installed
near the glass door, while Disano Brera and Mini Brera LED lights are in the car park.

◗ Installation
and implementation
Belloni Impianti and Tecno Impianti
◗ Lighting fixtures
Arco, Brera, Mini Brera (Disano)
and Fenix Q, Milano 4,
Office 8 (Fosnova)
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› have become one of the symbols of excellence
made in Italy.

SUSTAINABLE SENSIBILITY
Lamborghini is strongly committed towards
environmental protection and energy-efficiency.
It currently supports and develops an integrated
strategy that is based on innovation of both
processes and products, with the target of
making the entire facility CO2-neutral by 2015.
In order to achieve these goals, several
architectonic and lighting upgrades were
recently made, including the inauguration of a
new building dedicated to the development of
prototypes and pre-series cars.
It is the first multi-storey industrial facility in
Italy to have an A energy rating. In the future,
the building will be equipped with a photovoltaic
power system to cover the building’s annual
electricity demand, making it a zero-impact
building. This requirement will become a
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standard for all new Lamborghini buildings.
Construction works also included the re-styling
of the old entrance, as well as the renovation
and extension of the staff canteen.
The project involved the collaboration of several
specialists including the design firm Archilinea,
along with Prospazio, an engineering firm
specialised in the automotive sector and Disano
illuminazione and Elettroprogetti for the lighting
design and lighting fixtures.

GLASS AND LEDS
The old entrance leading to the company’s
administration offices was completely renovated
and equipped with a glass thermally insulated
sliding door.
The delicate colours of the entrance are
enhanced by Milano (Fosnova), recessed LED
spotlights mounted in the ceiling that guarantee
advanced technological performance and lower
energy consumption. The floor is covered with ›

A SUCCESS STORY
Ferruccio Lamborghini founded Lamborghini Trattori in 1948 after purchasing a lot of motors in
Naples. A few years later, the company started building its own tractors becoming one of the most
important manufacturers of farming machinery in Italy. In 1971, the Lamborghini Trattori brand was sold to the then SAME company, an industrial group
specialised in the sector, today SAME Deutz-Fahr. In the 1960s the company
attempted the production of helicopters, but the Italian government failed to
grant the necessary license.
Automobili Ferruccio Lamborghini was established in 1963, soon achieving great international success thanks to the power of its engines and the futuristic
design of its cars. Later on, the company diversified its production especially in
the nautical sector, building engines with over 900 horsepower. The oil and car
industry crisis, in the mid-eighties, forced the Lamborghini family to sell part of
the company to a North American purchaser and in 1987 the company merged
into the Chrysler group. Today Automobili Lamborghini is owned by the German
car manufacturer Volkswagen.
The company’s history is also celebrated in a museum, the Lamborghini Museum, opened in 2001 in its head facilities at Sant’Agata Bolognese.
The Museum presents the most famous and powerful cars manufactured
by the company, including the first model built by Ferruccio Lamborghini in
1964, the 350 GT. The Museum also displays the prototype for the legendary
Countach, the first car to reach 300
km/h, and the exotic Lamborghini LM
002, an exclusive off-road originally
built for military use. The exhibition
presents the world’s fastest police
car: the Lamborghini Gallardo used
by the Italian Traffic Police, including
high-tech optional equipment, such
as a satellite navigational system
with GSM micro-telephone, a system
which records violations and sends
images in real time and a system for
vehicle plate recognition. The Museum also hosts a section dedicated
to marine engines and Formula 1 cars fitting Lamborghini engineering. Visitors will admire several
small-scale models in wood or plastic made by several artists and designers. For example the first
car to be exhibited is the Lamborghini Murciélago, designed by the Belgium designer Luc Donckerwolke. The most significant photographs describing Lamborghini’s history and of its most important
cars are used as a background to the exhibition.

On the top, left a picture of the Museum, in the foreground the 350 GT, the first car built by the founder Ferruccio Lamborghini in 1964.
Right, some images of the most famous and powerful Lamborghini cars. From top: 350 GT, Miura, Espada,
and Aventador Coupé, the latest born in the Lamborghini family. The waiting list to have one of these exclusive cars is one year and a half long.
It is also one of the most expensive cars in the world: more than € 300,000.
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›

ceramic tiles 3 millimetres thick and 3 by 1.5
metres wide in a dark grey colour to enhance
the contrast. The same tiles are found on the
old staircase dating back to 1963 (year of the
company’s establishment – read box) that lead
to the upper floor. The handrail was made in
glass and stainless steel and assembled directly
on-site. The architect Luca Bernardoni from the
Prospazio firm explains: “It was a difficult and
complex task because the stairway presents
eight different bending curves. Measurements
were made even more difficult because each
step is different from one another”.
The ceramic slabs that cover the floors also
cover the walls. The architect Bernardoni
continues: “The slabs were hanged on the walls;
this unusual architectural choice was chosen
to give the feeling that the entrance was a
single, linear body, a clean volume, like a box,
characterised by pure architectonic elements.
Simplicity and consistency are the brand values
that we wanted to express with this concept”.
To give greater depth to the space and enhance
the entrance from outdoors, more Milano
spotlights were mounted near the glass door.
A new architectonic and lighting design also
concerned the area that hosts the company’s
kitchen and staff canteen. “The re-arrangement
of this production space was motivated by the
need to extend the work area in the kitchen,
in the washroom, in the storeroom, and in the
canteen. We worked to make spaces brighter and
increase air conditioning levels. In particular,
we knocked down a wall and replaced it with
polycarbonate in order to increase the amount
of natural light entering the spaces”. Artificial
lighting is emitted by Arco fixtures (Disano), in
their round version to imitate the lines of the
arches in the ceiling and the curvy air pipes. The
ceiling features iron arches fitting two parallel
lines of ventilation pipes assembled together.
Glass and white are the predominant elements, ›

The logo of the car manufacturer stands for the founder’s zodiac sign,
the Taurus (a bull) and all its cars are named after a breed of bulls.
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To enhance the building from
the outside, while lowering
costs and increasing Energy
performance, some lighting
fixtures on the facade
were replaced
with Disano Brera
and Mini Brera LED fixtures.
Right, a picture of the
internal courtyard.
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Below, left, another picture of the old entrance.
Right, the Disano Arco fixture seen from above: the round version of the product imitates
the lines of the arches in the ceiling and the curvy air pipes.

›
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which are alternated by the grey of the lighting
fixtures that have the purpose to enhance
spaces. Light is evenly distributed thanks to
a skilfully designed lighting system that emits
direct and indirect light, creating shadows and
exalting the arches of the ceiling.
This area develops on two levels. The ground
floor features a re-arrangement of the entrance
halls, the coffee area, the canteen and the
meal distribution areas that were redesigned
to support a “free-flow service” and guarantee
a more efficient distribution of meals without
queues. The kitchens are in the opposite
position, independent from each other and
connected to the outside. The upper level,
which can be reached either through the stairs
or by the lift at the building entrance, includes
a suspended area with dining rooms including
multimedia equipment for presentations and
videoconferences and a terrace. The corridor
leading to these rooms is illuminated with Arco
and Office recessed spotlights (Fosnova).
To enhance the building from the outside
and lower the costs while increasing energy
performance, several lighting fixtures on the
façade and in the car park were replaced with
Brera and Mini Brera (Disano) LED fixtures.

A picture of the canteen. The room was equipped
with two rows of parallel fixtures, assembled together and
mounted to the ceiling with iron arches.
Light is evenly distributed, both directly and indirectly, creating
shadows. The product includes several mounting solutions;
the suspended version used here is perfect for rooms with
high ceilings that need to be enhanced.

FIFTY YEARS OF HISTORY
Founded in 1963, this year Lamborghini celebrates its
fiftieth anniversary. For the occasion, the biggest and most
important rally in the history of the House of the Charging
Bull was organised: 350 Lamborghini cars coming from
all over the world, with the highest concentration from
the United Kingdom (followed by Italy, Germany and
Switzerland) departed from Milan and crossed several
regions in Italy to arrive at Sant’Agata Bolognese, in the
Lamborghini headquarter building for the gala dinner and
the closing ceremony. The “Lamborghini Grand Tour” was
also accompanied by a photographic exhibition, hosted,
until the end of July in the Sant’Agata, once again to confirm
the bond between the company and its town and residents.
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BRESCIA

Sustainable
architecture and new
technologies for modern
swimming pools
INTEGRATION INTO THE ENVIRONMENT AND
OPENING UP TO THE CITY ARE THE MOST
IMPORTANT REQUIREMENTS DEMANDED BY
MODERN SPORTS FACILITIES. THE OLD NOTION
OF “TEMPLE OF SPORT” IS EVOLVING TOWARDS
THE IDEA OF AN OASIS OF RELAXATION AND
ENTERTAINMENT FOR EVERYONE TO ENJOY.
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The municipality of Brescia, the second largest
city in the northern region of Lombardy, recently
inaugurated a new sports arena hosting six
swimming pools and state-of-the art equipment.
The project concerned an area of almost 13,000
square metres hosting an old Olympic-size
swimming pool used for competitions. In 2009,
with an investment of almost € 9 million, the
Municipality of Brescia began the works for the
construction of a new facility that combines a
unique and innovative architecture with many
features of green building and energy-efficiency.
The team of designers who worked on the design
and construction of this public building, conceived
to be “porous” and permeable in terms of
materials and building techniques, achieved their
goal in ensuring that the building did not impact
the environment and blended perfectly into the
surrounding landscape.
The built area is physically divided into two
sections, one dedicated to the indoor pools and
the other hosting the Lido area with the outdoor
summer facilities, which are connected to each
other by an original system of porticos and patios.

›

by Monica Autunno - photo Beatrice Arenella

Technical specifications
Lighting for the Mompiano
swimming pool (BS)
◗ Investor
Municipality of Brescia
◗ Architectural project
Abda Architetti Associati
◗ Lighting design
Disano illuminazione
◗ Lighting fixtures
Mini Olympic (Disano),
Indio (Disano)

Here to the side and below,
the indoor Olympic swimming pool
in the new facility in Mompiano.
The lighting system consists of Disano Mini
Olympic and Indio spotlights.
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›

The indoor surface covers an area of 3,400
square metres, with facilities on several levels
for a total surface area of 6,390 square metres.
The facility was built according to anti-seismic
criteria, with a bearing structure of reinforced
concrete and concrete beams. Only the roof
above the main pool is in lamellar wood to
guarantee a more aesthetical appealing effect.
The facility is made mostly of three materials:
concrete framed glass blocks, transparent glass
and a ceiling with clinker tiles. These materials
were chosen with care to evoke the idea of
open space, with light-weight and multi-purpose
rooms.
The jewel in the crown of the whole building
is the big indoor pool, which is 34.50 metres
in length, 25 metres in width and 1.80 to 3.50

Above and to the side, other photos of the indoor pool.
On the previous page, the outdoor Lido area
with three open air pools.
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metres deep, equipped with a grandstand for
800 seats positioned to reduce glare. The system
is compliant with applicable regulations for
professional water polo, short course swimming,
synchronised swimming and diving training. The
facility boasts another two smaller indoor pools
for children and kids and three outdoor pools:
the first pool measures 25 metres in length and
16.50 metres in width, the second is 20 metres
long and 8 metres wide and the third pool which
is dedicated to younger children is 16 metres
long and 8 metres wide. The future manager
who will be appointed through a tender bid will
also deal with the construction of a wellness
area with relaxation areas, gyms, saunas and
hydro-massage pool. The lighting system was
supplied by Disano, who also took care of the
lighting design. The fixtures include white light
Mini-Olympic combined with Indio spotlights to
achieve an optimal luminance level of 1500 lux.

The new sports centre inaugurated last summer in Mompiano, and the new competitive
swimming facility offering relaxation and recreational activities.
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Sâd Benkirane and
Vittorio Gregotti worked
together on the design of
the sports facilities that
will allow Morocco to
become a major venue for
international competitions,
including the FIFA Club
World Cup
in December 2013
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by Alessandro Visca and Greta La Rocca - Photo Gregotti Associati International
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MOROCCO

Two new stadiums for
the World Championship

19

A

missed opportunity and a goal achieved.
Morocco was one of the strongest candidates
to host the FIFA World Cup in 2006. Although the
tournament was eventually held in South Africa, the
bidding process resulted in the construction of new
stadiums, two of which were recently completed,
bearing the signature of one of the most prestigious
architects in Italy, Vittorio Gregotti.
Thanks to these new facilities, Morocco will be
able to host the upcoming edition of the FIFA Club
World Cup that will take place in December.
The stadiums stand in two of the Country’s symbol
cities, representing ancient and modern Morocco
respectively: Marrakech, the most fascinating of
the Country’s imperial cities and Agadir, a popular
tourist destination completely reconstructed after a
devastating earthquake in 1960. The international
bid for the construction of stadiums was won by the
Gregotti Associati International and Sad Benkirane
back in 2000, works, however, were completed
only in 2012. The architect Gregotti explains: “The
construction works took so long to be completed

MODERNITY
AND TRADITION.
The design of the
Agadir stadium draws
inspiration from
Moroccan building
tradition that relies
on natural materials,
making the facility
look like a sort of
hill supported by a
steep embankment
covered with big
concrete steps.
The sober colours
of the exteriors
clash with the bright
colours used for the
interiors.
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not for technical reasons, but for financial ones,
which were aggravated by the crisis of international
tourism. In the end, we managed to complete only
these two stadiums, which are without any doubt
very important for Morocco”.
The two sports venues are characterised by an
unusual design in which the viewer can immediately
see the link with the surrounding environment and
the local culture. Gregotti confirms: “The main topic
of these projects is to highlight the relationship
with the surrounding landscape. In the case of
Agadir, the stadium stands in a zone outside the city
centre, in the hinterland area that borders with the
mountains. It is a dry and stony land. We designed
a structure that looks like a sort of hill above a steep
embankment covered with big concrete steps. The
construction looks as if it has always been part of
the landscape”. ›

Technical specifications
Agadir football stadium
and running track
◗ Architects: Sâd Benkirane
& Gregotti Associati International
◗ Total surface area: 60 hectares
◗ Capacity: 45,000 seats
◗ Parking: 7,539 places
◗ Construction cost:
MAD 810,000,000
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FIFA CLUB WORLD CUP
KICKS OFF IN DECEMBER
The new stadiums in Agadir and Marrakech will be hosting, for the first
time in the history of Morocco, an international football competition. Between
11 and 21 December 2013 the tenth edition of the FIFA Club World Cup will take
place in these two cities. The clubs competing for the trophy will be the five teams
that qualify in their respective continental competitions, plus the champion team
of the host country. Since 2005 the tournament has replaced the Intercontinental
Cup, involving the champions of Europe and the champions of South America. For
the 2013 edition the teams qualifying for the tournaments include the German Bayern
Monaco, champions of Europe, the Argentina of the Atletico Mineiro, champions of
South America, the Fc Monterrey and Auckland City, the champions of the NorthCentral America and of Oceania respectively. The winners of the Africa and Asia
cups are still unknown. The host country, Morocco, will be represented by the
Raja Casablanca team. International football will be at home in Morocco next
December. The opening match, which will see the host team Raja Casablanca,
compete against the Auckland City, champions of Oceania, will take place on
11 December at Agadir, while the final match will be held on 21 December in
Marrakech.

›

This solution makes the facility resistant to
earthquakes and allowed us to create safe access
roads and exit routes along the embankment. The
turbines are covered with a brise-soleil system, a
white painted sun-shading structure in lamellar
wood, while the internal arena is painted with bright
colours also depending on the signs present.
Gregotti adds: “As for Marrakech, the new
stadium is located just outside the city, north to
the Palmeraie, an area full of palm groves and
luxury villas. For this stadium the design also took
into consideration the city’s historical references,
represented by the section of ancient walls that still
encloses the city.”
Basically, the stadium evokes the morphology of
an ancient settlement enclosed by defensive walls,
located in a palm grove, perfectly blended into the

oasis of this area. the roof over the grandstand is
differentiated based on climate. The east and west
terraces are covered with tensile structures and
Teflon covering to increase ventilation, while the
north-south terraces have a metallic roof.
Gregotti explains: “When you design a stadium
you never neglect functional elements, such as
visibility, coverage, and accessibility. In any case,
a good project must take into account of local
cultures and their specific needs. For example, these
stadiums also include an athletic track, which is
no longer present in recent facilities, because they
intend to make spectators closer to the pitch. In this
case, however, the facilities are designed to host
competitions of different sports disciplines. So, our
job mostly concentrated efforts on the definition and
arrangement of space.” ›

			 The construction looks as if it rises directly
out of the ground on which is was built
22
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THE STADIUM IN THE DESERT.
The original sketches of architect
Gregotti and the graphical renderings
reproduced on these pages show two
basic elements of the design:
the integration of the stadium
with the arid hill landscape and the
stair-step structure.
Above, a picture of the stadium
with the lights on.
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THE LIGHTING PROJECT:
FUNCTIONALITY AND AESTHETICS
The lighting system installed in the Agadir stadium complies
with very high technical standards and enhances the design
solutions chosen by the Gregotti Associati International firm.
Each light tower fits 72 Disano Forum spotlights, for a total of
288 spotlights, installed at different heights ranging from 47
to 54 metres. Moreover, the roof of the grandstand features
another 68 Forum spotlights installed at a height of 32 metres.
Maurizio Fortunato of Disano explains: “The lighting system
meets standards that go well beyond the ones required by FIFA
for international competitions with television coverage. The
luminance level is 2500 lux horizontally and 2000 lux vertically.
The system can be used with 7 different scenes, i.e. with different
switch-on times depending on different needs, during cleaning, or whether the field is being used for
training, competitions with or without television shooting. The emergency lighting is guaranteed by two
big generators that ensure two hours of light in case of power outage.”
The Agadir stadium is also characterised by the design solutions motivated by the specific area on
which the structure stands. The tall spotlight towers are covered with white marble slabs evoking the
structure of a minaret; to prevent the accumulation of excessive heat, the stand roofs are made of tensile
structures that create a sort of sun shading pergola. During the evenings, the lighting interacts with all
these elements creating an amazing visual effect.

The contrast between the austerity of the exteriors
and the bright colours of the interior basin
as a reference to local traditional architecture
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Despite the enhancement of common elements that
must be included in the design of stadiums, these
two projects also present a great deal of originality,
connected with architect’s relationship with the
Country.
Gregotti says: “I visited Morocco for the first time
fifty years ago, the reference to the local culture
is important because Morocco has a rich, very
recognisable cultural history even compared to
other North African countries; its culture and
history, in different stages, are very close to our
Mediterranean culture.”
The new stadiums, which both have a seating
capacity of over 45,000 spectators, represent for
Morocco an important opportunity to conquer
the scene of international sporting events. In fact,
Marrakech and Agadir will hold the upcoming
edition of the FIFA Club World Cup in December
2013.

THE STUDY. The sketch here to the side shows the study
of the stair-step system characterising the Agadir stadium.
It is a structure that makes the stairway perfectly
adjustable to the steep slope of the ground.
Below, a general plan of the stadium.
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MEETING THE AUTHORS OF THE PROJECT
The new stadiums of Agadir and of Marrakesh bear the signature of the
Moroccan studio headed by Sâd Benkirane and of the Italian Vittorio Gregotti
firm. An important collaboration that has also inspired other projects
BENKIRANE: ARCHITECTURE, A NECESSITY FOR THE FULFILMENT OF DREAMS
Sâd Benkirane is surely one of the most influential
protagonists in Moroccan contemporary
architecture. After earning his architect diploma
in France in 1975, Benkirane returned to Morocco
in 1979 where he served the Ministry of Housing
and Urban Planning until 1979. He opened his
own studio in Rabat in 1980, and developed
several architectonic and urban planning projects
in several sectors, including offices, residences,
hotels and sports facilities for which he received
numerous awards.
The Sâd Benkirane studio has also undertaken
several collaborations with international firms
like Gregotti Associati International that has
allowed them to win the bid for the construction
of the stadiums of Marrakesh and of Agadir. The

26
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GREGOTTI: SIXTY YEARS OF CULTURAL BATTLES

collaboration with Gregotti continues with the
projects of the Royal Academy of Fine Arts in
Rabat, of the Morocco Telecom head office and of
the National Museum of Archaeology and Earth
Sciences in Rabat.
Over the past few years, the studio has also dealt
with major projects closely linked to the themes
of urban planning and sustainable development in
one of the country’s largest phosphate producing
areas near Morocco. The most important of
these projects is the Green City Mohammed VI in
Benguerir, an urban settlement that includes 23,000
dwelling units for 100,000 inhabitants.
Benkirane considers architecture a “good citizen
trade calling for full and permanent commitment
leading to the fulfilment of dreams, provided, of
course, they are right.”

Born in Novara in 1927, Vittorio Gregotti,
architect, professor and the author of numerous
essays has never separated his professional
work as a designer from the work he conducts
as an architecture critic. During his training
years, immediately after World War Two, firstly
in Paris, in the firm of the Perret brothers, then
in London with the architect Ernesto Nathan
Rogers, in a climate of great cultural flurry, he
had the opportunity to meet the great names of
architecture of the past century from Gropius to
Le Corbusier.
After graduating in Milan in 1952, he started
working with Ludovico Meneghetti and Giotto Stoppino
(Architetti Associati). In 1974 he founded Gregotti
Associati International that signed hundreds of projects
in over 20 countries across all continents. The projects
developed by the firm, which counts offices in Milan and
Venice, range from major urban projects to commercial
and residential buildings, to stadiums and theatres. The
projects signed by Gregotti stand out for their rigorous,
clean-cut style, which remains very consistent with his
own vision of architecture, also reflected in his activity
as an essay writer and chief editor of Casabella, one of
Italy’s leading interior design and architecture magazines.
A consistency that has never surrendered to seasonal
and ephemeral trends, making him keep a professional
distance from his most famous colleagues, who instead
seem to be very attracted to media success. He recently
affirmed: “The sublime is something wicked: it is success,
money, and the lack of critical distance from reality”.

SÂD BENKIRANE’S MOST RECENT
WORKS ARE GEARED TOWARDS NATIONWIDE PROJECTS THAT INCLUDE THE
MODERN PRINCIPLES OF SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT. LEFT, THE GREEN CITY
MOHAMMED VI, A HOUSING COMPLEX
SET TO HOST 100,000 RESIDENTS.
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COMO

the lakeside promenade
is returned to the city
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by Greta La Rocca - photo by Beatrice Arenella
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A construction project left it closed
for years, preventing the sight of the
beautiful lake. Thanks to a group of
local associations and businesses,
and in less than one month of
works, the main part of the lakeside
promenade is finally returned to
the public. The new scenic route
is designed to be environmentally
sustainable and will feature an
all-LED lighting system
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he beautiful lakeside is finally returned to the
people of Como. As paradoxical as it may
seem, the people of this small city in northern Italy,
which gives the name to one of the most renowned
lakes in the world, were deprived of their own
lake due a construction project that prevented the
sight of the wonderful panorama. Works began
several years ago to build barriers to protect
against overflow. Then, thanks to the association
Amici di Como gathering 106 local businesses,
banks, institutions and associations, as well as
communities of residents, big steps forward were
made to return the lake to its city and to the many
tourists who are attracted to this area every year.
The enthusiasm and energy accompanying the ›

Featured here, some pictures of the recently
inaugurated lakeside promenade in the city of Como.
The lighting system was designed to enhance the
promenade and its surroundings, without affecting
the landscape. All lighting fixtures fit LED sources.

PROJECTS
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Technical specifications
w Investor: Municipality of Como
Public works office
w Project: Consorzio Como Turistica
w Designers: arch. Gianmarco Martorana,
arch. Alessandro Neri with Young Boys
by Gianluca Zambrotta
w Project manager: Daniele Brunati
w Lighting fixtures: Mini Stelvio and 		
		Microfloor Masterled (Disano)

›

A close-up of Disano Microfloor Masterled, ground recessed
spotlights outlining the route during evening walks.
The pictures to the side show the children’s playground
illuminated with Mini Stelvio.
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project enabled the first section of the promenade
(shown in the pictures on these pages) to be
completed in only 22 days from the start of works.
Daniele Brunati from Consorzio Como Turistica,
the local tourist consortium managing the project,
said: “We are the proof that when there is will
power, results come as a consequence. In less
than one month of works, we returned to the city
an area that has been occupied by six years of
construction works.”
One of the projects to renovate the city’s
lakeside also included the one sponsored by
Gianluca Zambrotta, former champion of Italy’s ›
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Arch. Alessandro Neri
and, below, his colleague
Gianmarco Martorana, who
were part of the work team
involved in the renovation
project sponsored by
Gianluca Zambrotta. They
developed the new project
in collaboration with the
association Amici di Como.
The goal was to create
a promenade that could
blend seamlessly into the
surroundings.

The architects chose
dark grey ceramic tiles
for the promenade’s
flooring, alternating light
grey stripes. Works were
completed in only 22 days.
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›

national football team who was born in Como.
He sponsored a renovation project that started
in the summer of 2011 but was interrupted in
November of the same year. Works were scheduled
to start again, but were delayed for a number of
administrative and bureaucratic reasons. Finally,
a new bid assigned the construction works to the
Consorzio Como Turistica, which had previously
worked for Zambrotta’s project.

A PROMENADE AND A PLACE
FOR RELAXATION AND LEISURE
The redevelopment project of the part of the
lakeside that runs from the central Piazza Cavour
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to the Giardini di Ponente, signed by the architects
Gianmarco Martorana and Alessandro Neri,
focused on the goal to create a scenic route that
could blend seamlessly into the surrounding
landscape. The designers explain: “The pavement
was covered with dark grey ceramic tiles
alternating long lighter strips that create a sense
of motion and design a chessboard pattern.
We installed ground recessed Led spotlights to

At the end of the promenade, there is an old boat converted into an ice
cream shop, which has been enhanced by the spotlights. The promenade
leads to the Giardini di Ponente, a park overlooking the lake.

The lighting design
The lighting system was designed to enhance
the promenade without affecting the landscape
and make the area attractive even during the
evenings, while ensuring high energy savings.
For this reason, Disano, one of the project’s
supporters, supplied its state-of-the-art LED
fixtures.
The outer perimeter strip, bordering with one
of the city’s main streets, was illuminated with
Mini Stelvio (Disano) fitting Led sources and
custom-designed light poles, managed with
advanced lighting control systems. Along the
promenade there are recessed Microfloor
Masterled with Leds and other spotlights
that have the purpose to enhance the other
elements of the landscape such as trees and
an old boat converted into an ice-cream.

outline the route during evening walks. Along the
promenade, there are many green spots where
visitors can stop to chat or simply enjoy a view
over the lake, and then there is the playground for
children”. A crystal parapet separates the street
from the lake: “We chose this transparent material
to reflect the lights, creating a continuum with the
surroundings”.
At the centre of the lakeside promenade there is
a water fountain: “It is a decorative element that
offers magnificent colour effects at night thanks to
RGB LED lights.”
The project’s environmentally friendly design
can be clearly seen in the installation of the wind
blade along the border of the lake that will allow
the system to be self-sufficient in terms of energy
consumption.
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by Costanza Rinaldi,
Daria Casciani, Danilo Paleari
Illustration by Cristian Miola

THE EVOLUTION of LIGHT
Led, Oled and smart lighting are radically changing the lighting world.
The revolution is not only technical, but it will give lighting new and more important functions.
With the contribution of two young lighting designers, we will illustrate the current situation
and the developments announced by the new technologies
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LED lighting is conquering all sectors.
Its diffusion, however, is still below
expectations for the lack of
public support that recognises the great
economic and environmental
benefits of the technology
lll
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EDs have become a popular solution for all
lighting needs, in both street and home lighting
systems. They have rapidly become the symbol
of technologically advanced, energy-efficient and
environmentally friendly lighting solutions, partly
due to the great media hype surrounding their use.
In reality, LED is a relatively recent technology,
especially in terms of lighting design, and it is
constantly evolving and subject to steady and rapid
progress.
The appearance on the market some years ago
of the first LED fixtures also came with high
expectations: their remarkably low consumption
rates, long life expectancy, and small dimensions

Featured here are some pictures taken from Lightopia,
an exhibition organised by the Vitra Design Museum in Weil am
Rhein, Germany, and that will travel to other museums
in the world. Lightopia is the first exhibition entirely dedicated
to the topic of lighting design, studied and seen through
the examples of art, design and architecture.
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THE LED
MARKET
According to recent data, the highest
LED market share is recorded in the field
of general lighting (35%), followed by mobile
devices (30%) and by signalling lights (18%).
Forecasts estimate that the cost of a LED lamp
will be half the price it is today by 2020 (Source:

lll
Samuel Cockedey,
Film still from Inter
// States, 2010 ©
Samuel Cockedey
courtesy Lightopia

MarketWatch).
The evolution of materials imposed by market needs
allowed designers to use LEDs also in stage lighting and
high power flashlights, and their particularly high luminous
efficiency has made them fundamental in situations where
requirements such as miniature-size fixtures, saturated
colours, long life and resistance are fundamental, such as,
for example, for swimming pool floors or difficult access
points.
LEDs are widely used also in the automotive industry, where
they are likely to replace incandescent lamps, because
they can perfectly meet the needs of hybrid and electric
cars given their energy-efficiency qualities. LEDs are also
well suited in aquaria and horticulture applications for their
specific wavelengths.

announced a real revolution in the market. We can
start to assess results within a few years and find
out if the promises have been fulfilled and what the
future holds.

FROM STATUS INDICATORS
TO STREET LIGHTS
The first LED lights were only available in red
and were used as indicators in electronic circuits.
Later on, new LEDs were developed to emit
yellow and green light. It was only in the 90s that
LEDs started to become the sources we know
today. The development of the blue light diode,
together with other pre-existing colours, allowed
lighting designers and professionals to develop
LED sources that could achieve any colour, which
therefore started to compete with traditional light
bulbs.
LEDs are employed in very different sectors – from

›

THE INVENTION OF LEDS
FROM THE USA TO JAPAN
In October 1962, the physicist Nick Holonyak
became the “founding father of LED” by
submitting a paper on the creation of red
visible-spectrum gallium arsenide phosphidebased LED to the American Institute of
Physics. LED displays entered the market only
two years later: these first handmade devices
were initially very expensive and, for the first
decade, they were only available with red
LEDs. However, their high light intensity and
long life expectancy were very promising.
Since then, the use of LEDs in several
applications became wider and continued
with great innovations and enhancements
both in terms of materials, optical design and
in the development of the semiconductor
technology, with the intent to reach a greater
light emission, higher energy-efficiency and
an increasingly broader range of colours. In
the 50s, the technology progressed at a faster
pace: from red to orange, to yellow and then to
green in 1980, until the first high blue intensity
LEDs. Finally, in 1991, the Japanese professor
Shuji Nakamura made a further leap forward
with the development of white-light LEDs with
a high brightness that produced a brilliant blue
light, converted to yellow by using a phosphor
coating.

Nick Holonyak
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lll
Cesare Casati, Gino Marotta, Emmanuele Ponzio,
Il Grifoncino, Bozen, 1968 © Cesare Casati
courtesy Lightopia

›

the early pocket calculators and watch displays
during the 70s to optical engineering and modern
medicine – and their popularity was facilitated also
by the ban imposed on obsolete incandescent light
bulbs in September 2012. Over the time, and thanks
to increasingly more innovative applications, LEDs
are slowly replacing incandescent lights and are
now preferred to halogen and fluorescent sources.
Compared to fluorescent lights, for example,
compact size LEDs last five times longer, they do
not require initial start-up time and do not contain
pollutants, such as mercury.
However, according to McKinsey Global Institute
(MGI), an American economic research and
management body, it appears that LEDs are not
being distributed according to initial expectations
and that the causes are still connected with the
comparison with traditional technologies, which
are still more popular and therefore predictable. In
addition to this general belief, despite the ban on
incandescent light bulbs, LEDs lack the necessary
government support unlike other energy-saving
technology, such as for example solar panels and ›
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STREET LIGHTING

LED light for smart streets
WHAT used to be a futuristic technology only a
few years ago is now a reality. LEDs have become
the possible option for street lighting.
According to the ‘’Smart Street Lighting’’ report
by Pike Research, the market value of LEDs for
street lighting will exceed 2 billion dollars by
2020, becoming the most sold lighting technology
second only to high pressure sodium lamps.
According to the report, the manufacturing costs
for LED street lights decreased by 50% in only 2
years and costs are expected to go down even
more.
In addition to the great advantages in terms
of energy savings, LEDs also stand out for the
quality of the light beam emitted in urban spaces.
For their small dimensions, usage flexibility and

versatility which also include the possibility of
using different colours, LEDs enable designers
to meet the new needs of urban decor in which
functionality and aesthetics merge. The innovative
design of LED luminaires is the symbol itself of
the city of the future. The designers of Disano
illuminazione, one of the Italy’s leading light
fixture manufacturers claim: “LEDs have enabled
us to create products with a totally new design,
we have also created LED versions of products
originally conceived for other sources. In this
phase of transition we can offer many different
solutions in terms of technical performance and
aesthetic impact. We can always guarantee the
reliability of the fixture, which can come only from
manufacturers with great expertise in the sector”.
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lll
Ingo Maurer, Lighting Concept
for the subway station
Westfriedhof, München, 1998
© Ingo Maurer GmbH
München, Foto: Markus Tollhopf
courtesy Lightopia

LEDs can make a significant contribution to meet EU
targets on CO2 emissions and energy efficiency
›

low-energy cars (in the EU, a higher distribution of
LEDs could significantly help reach the “20-20-20”
target - 20% CO2 emission by 2020). Therefore,
though we can confirm the technological potential
of LEDs, their way to the market still needs to be
defined.

IS OLED THE FUTURE OF LIGHTING?
Though some are still sceptical about their use,
OLEDs are regarded as the “new generation
of lighting”. One thing is for sure, in just a few
years, the OLED technology has entered the
lighting market presenting itself as an alternative
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choice to LEDs. While LEDs are dot-like light
sources with a broad range of lighting design
possibilities, OLEDs can completely change the
traditional lighting scene. They are flat surfaces
that generate light from sun power: nothing more
distant than an incandescent light bulb. They are
also extremely thin and can be folded or rolled up,
and require less energy to work. They emit light in
one direction only, behaving like a diode so they
can be compared to LEDs. The OLED technology
presents great advantages but it also has some
weaknesses. Lightness and flexibility are definitely
two strengths, along with excellent light contrast,
bright colours and very high energy-efficiency.
The greatest limit, however, remains the high
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manufacturing costs and a relatively short life span
due to the organic material used (after a few dozens
of working hours they lose their ability to emit
light).
In 2007 several prototypes of OLED displays were
developed with a longer working life compared to
older versions and their evolution now seems to
be accelerating. Nowadays more manufacturers
are working on this matter, choosing to optimize
the technology: in particular, some manufacturers
have recently announced the launching by
2015 of a new product that could save 95% of
costs compared to current versions. It appears
therefore that OLEDs are actually ready to enter
the market not only as mere design products,
but as new environmentally sustainable light
sources. According to experts, since OLEDs are
made up of several layers of organic molecules,
they present more advantages compared to LEDs
which are more polluting and less efficient over
the time. To attempt to solve the greatest limit of
OLEDs, i.e. their high manufacturing costs, some
scientists of the University of Louisville (Kentucky)
recently attempted to create a new type of lighting
diodes using inkjet printers. Therefore, in just a
few years and at such a rapid rate, the innovation
in the lighting sector we will surely create new
possibilities for thought and result in new goals
achieved.

Forecasts
say that LEDs
are still leading
over OLEDs
The new IDTechEx “Oled
vs LED lighting 2013-2023” report
revealed that OLEDs are likely to remain
an over-priced and under-performing
option compared to LEDs unless design
innovation occurs. Moreover, according to the
IDTechEx report, the difference in efficiency and
duration compared to LEDs is still too large: LEDs
currently offer 90-100 Lumen/Watt and reach up to
50,000 hours, while OLED modules do not exceed 50
Lumen/Watt and their life expectancy ranges from 5,000
to 15,000 working hours. Over the next ten years, the market
is expected to increase up to 1.3 billion dollars and initially
at a rate of 40-50% per year, even if the initial market base is
still very small.

lll
Nuvola, design by Gino Sarfatti for the Royal Theatre
of Turin, 1972, © Courtesy FLOS Historical Archive
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Research & Innovation

RE-DESIGNING LIGHT
The evolution towards smarter
lighting systems requires
a new approach to lighting
design in order to imagine
new possible scenarios
of light usage

Daria Casciani is a designer
graduated from the
Polytechnic University of
Milan. At present, she is
working on a research on
people’s experience of the
night-time in their cities. In
particular, her work deals
about the new possibilities
of urban lighting design
with new technology
(LEDs, sensors, dynamic and interactive lighting) to
define more experiential and sustainable night-time urban
spaces.
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hough still small in terms of market penetration,
the “LEDification” of the lighting industry
continues at a fast pace and seems to be
unstoppable. Based on the claims made by James
Brodrick of the US Department of Energy (DOE),
energy efficiency has been and will be one of the
major and most important factors to be taken into
consideration when it comes to solid state light,
leading to a number of positive values that will
encourage constant technological progress of LED
sources. So, while on the one hand, LED technology
intends to be efficient and effective, on the other
it promises new functionalities that cannot be
applied to traditional sources especially in terms of
smart lighting systems. Therefore, smart lighting
appears to be a positive and probable vision: the
rapid evolution of LED lighting performance and
the new features of control and communication
systems open the doors to unthinkable luminous
performance levels and to new luminaire design
possibilities. Lighting will go beyond lighting: new
sectors converge in this area of boundary, yet
to be built, in order to give life to new scenarios
and new trends. At the same time, different
disciplines confront each other and converge to
enrich luminaire design and the role of the lighting
designer. What are the chances? What are the odds?

BEYOND THE LUMINAIRE: LED LIGHT
AS AN ARCHITECTONIC MATERIAL
According to Brad Koerner, director of the
Experience Design Centre at Philips Lighting [1],
LED technology will be the medium that will ease
an epoch-making change in the technological,
architectonic and building sectors. In his
presentation “Reaching the next evolution in
lighting” during the conference “Strategies in Light
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2013” [2], he describes a future scenario in which
lighting design will soon be perfectly standardised
and modular in order to be integrated into the
architectures like a building material. This vision of
modularity, integration and customisation of the
lighting system also includes a remarkable ability
to adapt to the individual lighting elements, all
identically equipped and endowed with their own
intelligence, capable of declining itself in different
functionalities based on the lighting needs of interior
and exterior spaces.
This probable and possible scenario will be eased by
the improvements made in different technological
sectors now penetrated in the lighting world. In
particular, the ability to manage and exchange
information, connecting the digital world with the
analogical world through the Internet of Things,
the miniaturisation and diffusion of components
that can be integrated into the modules like sensors
and smart controllers will profoundly change the
current trend that simply integrates LED technology
inside previous systems by means of retrofit of
conventional sources in old fixtures.

lll
Chris Fraser, Developing a Mutable Horizon 2011
© Chris Fraser, Foto: courtesy of HIGHLIGHT Gallery

BEYOND LIGHTING DESIGN: FUTURE
INTER-DISCIPLINARY DESIGNERS OF
THE LIGHTING EXPERIENCE
Faced with the evolution towards smart, digital
systems, while keeping its links with architecture,
the different skills and professional sectors are ›

lll
Studio Rossi-Molinari, C2, 1969 © Foto: Sammlung
Vitra Design Museum, Daniel Spehr courtesy Lightopia
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converging towards an integrated approach
of lighting design: as the first step, the interdisciplinarily is fundamental to imagine new possible
lighting use scenarios. At present, a number of
partnerships between different professional figures
have been established within design firms and
businesses, which cooperate with lighting designers
for a complete vision of the lighting experience.
Light as a primary subject of study involves both the
technological sphere for the lighting performance,
increased functionalities and new man-light
interactions, as well as social sciences for the
possible perceptive and behavioural effects.
For this reason mixed groups of interaction
designers, programmers, computer engineers and
architects are working with lighting designers to
develop useful strategies for new future lighting
projects; i.e. to consider light also in terms of its

digital content, as well as of the hypothetical new
interactions and relations with users through
interactive control systems, sensors and with new
data communication skills between the several
systems. At the same time, as strong and crucial the
technological push may be, no lighting designer can
do without the close cooperation with sociologists,
ethnographers, environmental psychologists or
all those who study, observe and analyses what
is, and what will be, the impact of light from the
psychological and social points of view.
The evolution of the future lighting scenario leads
to thinking that in the future lighting designers
themselves will evolve into a hybrid professional,
techno-socialists of the experience: all elements
previously indicated will become part of a new “tool
box” that will integrate skills and knowledge from
other disciplines and generate a trans-disciplinary
culture of the lighting experience.
References
[1] The next evolution of lighting, website accessed on
06/09/2013 http://lucept.com/2013/04/01/the-next-evolutionof-lighting-leds-magazine/
[2] Strategies in Light, website accessed on 06/09/2013
http://www.strategiesinlight.com/hb-led-track.html

lll
Daniel Rybakken, Andreas Engesvik, Colour Light for Ligne Roset, 2011 © Daniel Rybakken und Andreas
Engesvik, Foto: Kalle Sanner und Daniel Rybakken courtesy Lightopia
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BEYOND the LUMINAIRE

LED light as a cognitive, sensible
and smart platform
Future lighting fixtures will have a
smart digital ‘soul’ and acquire active cognitive functions
so that they can adapt to different uses, activities and
contexts: light will have performance levels capable of
meeting more functional needs in which extreme energy
efficiency is required or become a sort of digital animation
display for aesthetic and/or decorative purposes.
With internet connection, luminous objects will play an
active role, they will become recognisable, communicate
data and be able to access and process information that
is non-related but that has been aggregated by other
systems to create more predictably detailed lighting
strategies. In the short and medium terms these systems
will combine natural light, colour and room occupancy
to optimise the use of energy and improve comfort and
productivity, as well as the wellbeing and the health of
users. In the future, light will be able to help and increase
the performance of those who feel tired, or relax those
who are stressed, or even change daily rhythms. Light
will be able to connect people and places, it will lead
hotel guests to their rooms when they are staying in an
unfamiliar hotel or help people find their cars in a large
parking.
The lighting of the future will be a platform full of content;
it will become a vector of information. Almost all the
paradigms associated with interaction between man and
light will be completely re-thought of and re-designed.
When it comes to lighting system, we can expect the
same tremendous future transformations as have been
observed for smart phones: new levels of interaction, new
applications and possible uses will develop accordingly.

lll
Front, Surface Tension Lamp for Booo, 2012
© Front, Foto: Par Olofsson courtesy Lightopia

Opposed to this positive and open vision is the safety issue
concerning the flow exchange and data management
of super smart lighting systems that, at present, can be
easily attacked or even “hacked”. The question is what
could happen in the future if these systems were used in
hospitals, offices and other public places?
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DESIGN searches for NEW FORMS
The greater design freedom
offered by LEDs has not been
exploited to its fullest extent. After
overcoming technical problems,
this new light source will allow the
creation of truly innovative fixtures
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everal years have passed since the introduction
of the first LEDs on the market. Since then the
world of lighting has started a journey of profound
transformation, not only at the technological level,
but also at the design and strategic ones. Many
things have changed in only a few years and many
more things will change in the near future starting
from LEDs. Greater efficiently, better colour quality,
increased luminous flux and lower costs are factors
that will finally determine the success of this new
artificial light source.
Though, from the technological point of view, the
transformation towards solid state light seems to be
entering its most active stage, from the luminaire
design point of view, an essentially traditional
approach prevails in which the dominant trend is
to adjust the new technology to the typical forms
of the fixtures designed for traditional sources. This
approach is motivated partly by the need to offer,
in the shortest time possible, the LED products that
the market is asking for so urgently, and above
all, by the lack of a clear indication of the “formal”
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nature of the new LED source. A traditional fixture
takes shape starting from a well-known object,
such as the light bulb, while in the case of LEDs,
designers are faced with a source that is not bound
to any constraints, and that does not give them
a precise starting point; a greater freedom that
paradoxically may limit experimentation in favour
of a more conservative approach. This is proven
by the creation of the so-called COB or LED arrays:
many LED sources are assembled on a unique
square base in aluminium or ceramic only a couple
of centimetres big and with a luminous flux that can
be compared to traditional metal halide sources;
it is a sort of LED lamp with a well-defined shape
on which it is possible to build a lighting fixture
similar to the ones created with traditional sources.
Apart from the “conservative” approach there is a
more experimental and innovative one, in which
professionals try to fully exploit the dot-like nature
of LEDs. Having the possibility to distribute single
linear light sources could enable designers to
create luminous lines or even luminous surfaces
passing from a one- or two-dimensional approach
to a three-dimensional one. The designer will no
longer be tied down by a single source but will have
the possibility to create luminous forms, mould
the matter and create truly innovative lighting
fixtures. The greatest resistance to this approach
is of technological nature; if, on the one hand, this
possibility is fascinating, on the other it clashes with

technical issues which are difficult
to solve. LED manufacturers are
careful to these needs; an example
is a product that has recently won the
Design Excellence Award at the Lightfair
2013: a sort of flexible surface made with
low power LEDs. (Cooledge – see figure).
Another example is the creation of a new
manufacturing process for the placement of
LEDs directly on 3D surfaces.
In order to be truly innovative, LED luminaire
designers must experiment with these new
possibilities if they want to fully exploit the
advantages offered by the new lighting source.

Danilo Paleari, partner and co-founder of
Studio Associato Quantis. He graduated in
Electronic Engineering and Master in Lighting
Design from the Polytechnic University of
Milan. He offers training and consulting services
in solid state lighting technology.
He is professor of the Master in Lighting Design
at the Polytechnic University of Milan.

Left, pictures of Cooledge
Lighting, the flexible LED light
sheet, winner of the Design
Excellence Award at the 2013
Lightfair in Philadelphia.
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FROM ALL OVER THE WORLD

ISRAEL

		
New sites for football
national team
A NEW TRAINING CAMP FOR THE TEAMS OF THE
NATIONAL LEAGUE AND THE RESTORATION OF A
NUMBER OF STADIUMS TO HOST THE EUROPEAN
UNDER-21 FOOTBALL CHAMPIONSHIPS: 2013
HAS BEEN AN IMPORTANT YEAR FOR ISRAEL’S
FOOTBALL ASSOCIATION THAT AIMS AT HOSTING
THE WORLD’S PREMIER COMPETITIONS.
Inaugurated last year with a ceremony attended
by all of Israel’s sports stars and UEFA president,
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Michel Platini, the National Football Team
Training Camp is set to become the new sports
centre for Israel’s football league, both junior
and senior teams. The facility is located in
Kibbutz Shfayim, along the northern coast of
Tel Aviv and includes, in addition to the training
camp, the sites that will host athletes and
trainers. In addition to being a regular training
camp for Israel’s teams, the facility also offers
courses for young football players. ›

The picture above
Disano Iris pole-mounted
fixtures are used for
general lighting.
Their distinctive shape
makes them look like
glowing bellflowers.
Here, to the side,
Disano Musa fixtures
were used to illuminate
the indoor routes
leading to the pitches.
On the opposite
page, Disano Olympic
floodlights with
asymmetric beam
mounted on the
spotlight towers
surrounding the pitch.
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› CONCRETE AND WOOD TO RESEMBLE
A COUNTRY COTTAGE

The external walls in concrete distinguish this
facility, which encloses a one-storey building
also with a concrete façade: “We want to stay
solid” explained the architect Ben-Naim. Wood
panels were embedded into the concrete wall to
make the building look less imposing.
The main construction covers a surface of 1,000
square metres and has a rather small entrance
leading to a paved garden with olive trees: “It
was important for us to make the construction
look less like a traditional sports facility and
more like a country cottage”. A small foyer
welcomes guests into the interiors, taking them
into three corridors – one corridor leads to the
waiting rooms for the parents of JV players,
one leads to the exteriors where there are two
practice fields and the third corridor takes to
a briefing room, to the leisure hall and to the
players’ locker rooms.
Another courtyard separates the building and
two practice fields, one with artificial grass and
the other with natural grass, including a 50-seat
grandstand for parents and friends who attend
non-qualification matches.
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THE LIGHTING PROJECT

Here to the side,
night-time view of the area
in front of the stadium
illuminated with Disano Musa.
On the other page, the interior
lighting of the offices and of the
other rooms is entirely provided
by recessed downlights.
Below, a detail of the entrance.

All new outdoor and indoor lighting products
were designed by Disano.
In detail, for the area dedicated to the match,
the customer selected Olympic floodlights
with asymmetric beam mounted on spotlight
towers surrounding the pitch to distribute light
evenly across the entire field. The Musa family
of products was selected in some of its most
popular variants (pole-mounted, wall-mounted
and bollard) to illuminate the indoor routes
leading to the pitches or as lateral lighting
fixtures in the internal courtyard. In this case,
Led sources were used.
The perimeter of the building features ground
recessed Minifloor fixtures to define the walls,
while the general lighting of the area in front
of the buildings has pole-mounted Iris fixtures,
which stand out for their particular shape and
simple design, making them look like glowing
bellflowers.
As for indoor lighting, the lighting system
includes recessed downlighters: Euro and
Office were used for the corridors and
Comfort lights were installed in the offices
and in the other rooms.

Technical specifications
Lighting of National Football
Team Training Camp
◗ Architects
Goldsmith, Arditi, Ben Naim
associates (jerusalem)
◗ Lighting design
Eng H einav and
Disano illuminazione
◗ Lighting fixtures
Olympic, Comfort , Minifloor,
Iris, Musa (Disano), Euro,
Office (Fosnova)
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JERUSALEM

The stadium
of the Euro Under-21 final
THE TEDDY STADIUM IN JERUSALEM WAS NAMED
AFTER TEDDY KOLLEK, THE CITY’S BELOVED
MAJOR WHO WAS ALSO ONE OF THE MAJOR
SUPPORTERS OF THE STADIUM’S CONSTRUCTION.
The stadium is one of the newest in Israel
and meets all European standards (access for
disabled people, big concession stands and
modern bathrooms). The renovation works
carried out in 1999 increased its capacity
from 13,000 to 21,600 seats and equipped the
stadium with 5,000 parking spots that can be
reached through a pedestrian bridge. Over the
years, the stadium hosted numerous national
football matches; this year a new renovation
project further increased its capacity to 34,000
seats and it has been chosen to host the
European Under-21 Football Championships,
including the tournament’s final match won by
Spain.

Here below, Spain’s national under 21 team that won
the 2013 European Championships.
Featured here, pictures of the tests on the Teddy Stadium
lighting system fitting Disano Forum lights.

THE LIGHTING PROJECT
The lights for sports facilities are required to
be resistant and long-lasting and, at the same
time, efficient and cost-effective, but above
all, they should be capable of casting light over
the entire pitch and the stands. The lighting
system for the Teddy Stadium was entirely
made by Disano illuminazione. Due to the
stadium’s dimensions, the company selected
the products designed for big facilities.
Moreover, since the Teddy Stadium has a
horseshoe shape, the lighting project did not
require the installation of spotlight towers.
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THE BELOVED MAYOR
OF JERUSALEM
Theodor “Teddy” Kollek (19112007) was an Israeli politician
born in Hungary.
In 1932 he moved
to Vienna, but
when the city became part of the
Third Reich, his
family immigrated
to Palestine, then
under British mandate. During World
War II, Kollek served as a representative for the
Jewish community and, at the
end of the War, he represented
the Parliamentary group Haganah
in Washington (between 1946
and 1947), working in collaboration with the Israeli Prime Minister David Ben-Gurion. He served
in the government as the director general of the prime minister’s office from 1952 to 1965,
when he was elected as the Mayor of Jerusalem. He served his
mandate for twenty-eight years,
when he lost to Likud Ehud Olmert. He decided to retire from
the politics and devote himself
to philanthropic work.

Efforts were, instead, directed towards
the installation of metal support structures
anchored to the end of the cover over
the highest grandstands. They fit safety
brackets for the Forum floodlights, which
are particularly suited to cover this type of
surfaces. The lighting system was also designed
to meet TV broadcasting requirements,
especially in stadiums like this one where
important international events take place. In
this case, thanks to different optics, Forum
fixtures enable perfect light adjustment with
high power outputs.

Technical specifications
Teddy Stadium Lighting
◗ Investor
Municipality of Jerusalem
◗ Lighting design
Ramor Eng and Disano 			
Illuminazione
◗ Architects
Goldsmith, Arditi,
Ben Naim associates (Jerusalem)
◗ Lighting fixtures
Forum (Disano)
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ŠIPAN - CROATIA

Romantic views by the bay
HOTEL ŠIPAN IS SITUATED AT THE FRONT OF A
LONG BAY THAT OVERLOOKS A BEAUTIFUL AND
TYPICALLY MEDITERRANEAN LANDSCAPE, WHICH
HAS REMAINED ESSENTIALLY UNCHANGED FOR
OVER ONE HUNDRED YEARS.
Every room in the hotel offers wonderful views
of the sea or of a charming village and is a
perfect retreat for both families and young
couples. The recently renovated building stands
out along the coastline for its clean-cut lines,
while also blending with its surroundings and
keeping the distinguishing style and materials of
the area. In April 2013, the hotel was equipped
with new outdoor lighting system designed by
Disano illuminazione.

THE LIGHTING PROJECT
The lighting of the hotel’s façade and some of
its architectural details was designed by the
lighting professional Igor Pauška. The Zagreb-
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based designer is specialised in architectural
lighting projects and uses light to unite spaces,
objects and persons creating a strong and
imposing result. This same stylistic choice
was also used for this hotel, too. In fact, he
decided to highlight the hotel’s façade by
alternating Disano Cilindro lights with LED

A RECORD-BREAKING
ISLAND

sources along the windows of the first floor.
This solution, however, is often used to create
a wall-washing effect, and could have made the
architecture look dull and radically change its
daytime appearance. The designer, therefore,
decided to use colour to create accent light
effects intentionally placing the emphasis only
on some points of the façade, with a playful
mixture of white and coloured lights. Cilindro
is a lighting fixture with a twin light beam, one
directed upwards and the other downwards,
evenly flooding the entire wall. Koala fixtures
with halogen lights complete the lighting of the
façade and of the surrounding park, while wallmounted Fonte fixtures with fluorescent sources
serve the purpose to highlight the walkways.
With their light beam directed to the ground
they illuminate the perimeter of the hotel
without interfering with the general lighting.

The Island of Šipan is located in the
very south of Croatia, near the city of
Dubrovnik, in the middle of the Elaphiti
archipelago. It is the largest island of
the group and traditionally called the
“Golden Island”. It looks like a paradise
on Earth, because it still preserves an
unspoilt natural landscape, well away
from the chaos of tourists, gifted with
a crystal clear sea and a background of
pine trees and cypresses.
Traditionally favoured by the aristocrats
and the clergy of Dubrovnik, who chose
it as their summer residence, the Island
is full of monuments that date back to
the ancient Roman era. Its territory is
scattered with Pre-Romanic churches,
Late Gothic buildings and ancient ruins
that conceal the remains of portraits
carved in stone, one of which is even
attributed to Michelangelo.
There are many theories explaining
the name of this Island, some dating
back to its pre-Slavic origins. Other
theories claim that Šipan comes from
the Greek word “gypana” that means
“hawk nest”. Last, but not least, Šipan
entered the book of “Guinness World
Records” as the island with the highest
number of olive trees compared to the
size of the island and the number of
inhabitants.
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CROATIA

Zagreb, works
In the historical centre
Hoto Group is the biggest design and
construction group in Croatia, active both
in the residential and in the commercial
segments.
The Group, which has signed projects for
the construction of office buildings and
residential zones, recently completed the
construction of the Cvjetni Centar in Zagreb,
a residential and shopping complex covering
a total area of more than 40,000 square metres in
Zagreb’s Lower Town, or Donji Grad.
The main goal of the project was to give new life
to the downtown area almost
completely abandoned despite
being in the very heart of the
city. The goal was fully achieved,
as demonstrated by the fact
that the new building complex
completely renovated the area’s
urban setting ever since it
opened in 2011, pumping new
life into Cvjetni Square and the
surrounding pedestrian area.

THE ARCHITECTURAL
PROJECT
Zagreb has a charming medieval
‘old city’ that is full of churches,
buildings, museums, galleries and
government buildings. Different
architectural styles co-exist
in the same area: private and
public buildings built during
different periods create a sense
of architectural heterogeneity. This was the first
important architectural project carried out on a
residential block in the old city. The building complex,
with a total surface of 10,585 square metres, consists
of a residential section with 56 luxury apartments and
a four-floor shopping centre with a surface of over
8,000 square metres above an underground car park
with a total surface of 16,594 square metres and a
total of 420 garages and car spots.
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THE LIGHTING PROJECT
Lighting gives added value to new and renovated
buildings. The façade entrance is one of the few
illuminated landmarks of the entire city. Light,
therefore, makes it stands out and gives it the
importance it deserves.
The lighting solutions selected for the façade were
designed to blend into the architectural style of
the original building, built in late 19th century, and
also make the place recognisable without casting
glare onto the passers-by or negatively affecting the
surrounding environment. Telektra, in collaboration
with Disano illuminazione, conceived the lighting
project choosing three different types of fixtures.
The bottom of the building is illuminated with
narrow beam recessed fixtures with metal halide
sources in 4000K colour temperature, so that the
perception of the façade is not altered. For the
central zone, the one that originally corresponded
to the grand floor, as well as the most important
part of the building, the designers used Liset
(Fosnova) with LED sources that emit upward light,
emphasising the architectural decorations. Lastly,
the top part of the building is decorated with
accent lights from 6 spotlights mounted between
the pilasters. Spotlights with narrow and symmetric
beams were used to minimise light pollution. The
lighting system enhances the façade’s main features
and its variety, while creating a warm atmosphere
inviting visitors inside the shopping centre.

Office 2

LED

COB 5000 lm Sharp

Nuovi LED per un’ottima luce.
New LEDs for top quality lighting.

www.fosnova.it
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AMSTERDAM - NETHERLANDS

The Montessori School chooses
natural light
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VISUAL COMFORT AND ENERGY-SAVING ARE THE
MOST IMPORTANT OBJECTIVES OF A SCHOOL’S
LIGHTING SYSTEM.

The building dates back to 1942, so the need was
to renovate the entire architectural structure, in
particular the top floor.

One of the buildings being renovated is the
1st Montessorischool De Wielewaal: a public
elementary school in the southern area of the
city, at Oud-Zuid, one of the capital’s most
beautiful districts, including the Van Gogh
Museum and the Rijskmuseum.
This school currently hosts almost 270 children.

THE RESTRUCTURING PROJECT
The classroom walls were painted white and the
light-coloured furniture were selected to make
the space look brighter.
Spaces were rearranged in order to make the
most of the natural light penetrating the rooms

›

THE MONTESSORI METHOD
Both elementary schools described
here use the Maria Montessori
educational method, which has
the primary goal to promote the
child’s autonomy and individual
growth. Used in almost 20,000
schools across the world, it
emphasises the independence
and respect of the child’s natural
psychological development. One
of the main elements of this
educational method is the fact that
classes gather children of different
ages where each child is free to
choose the activity he/she wants
to perform. Teachers adopt a
constructivist approach, according
to which students learn concepts
from working with materials,
rather than by direct instruction.
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›

through the many windows. And the spaces were
also divided to be more functional and meet the
needs of different student activities.

THE LIGHTING PROJECT

Details of the lighting system installed in the Montessori
School in Amsterdam. Above, Fosnova Office 2 recessed
spotlights in the area preceding the bathroom, Disano
Giano and Fosnova Slim Cover fixtures for the community
spaces.
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Investor: Amstel Public Education Department.
Project: Jos Rhemrev Architectuur & Stedebouw,
Lighting design: Attiva Lichtprojecten. Installer: TBG
Installatietechniek.
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The lighting design was developed by Attiva
Lichtprojecten using Disano products. The
choice fell upon Giano (Disano) for the
classrooms. These recessed fixtures emit a
versatile light, guaranteeing visual comfort
and high energy savings. The corridors have
Led Panel (Disano), square light panels that
distribute light evenly. The Slim Cover (Fosnova)
product, instead, was chosen to provide the
common spaces with a particular effect.
The final result is a bright, stimulating and
comfortable space for children and teachers
alike.

THEO THIJSSEN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

More efficiency and
comfort in classrooms
In the heart of Amsterdam stands the Theo Thijssen
Elementary School, another recently restored elementary
school. The lighting system was restyled, too. Works were
carried out once again by Attiva Lichtprojecten that replaced
the old recessed fixtures with more efficient products, such
as Comfort by Disano. These fixtures guarantee high technical
performance and good energy savings, a perfect balance of
price and performance, most suitable for applications like
schools or offices.
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Investor: Amstel Public Education Department.
Design: VDVDP Architecten. Project manager: Mollenhorst BV. Lighting
design: Attiva Lichtprojecten. Ist. Installer: TBG Installatietechniek.
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GOES - NETHERLANDS

State-of-the-art LEDs
to spur shopping
OMODA IS A DUTCH CHAIN OF STORES THAT SELLS
FOOTWEAR, BAGS AND ACCESSORIES. IT DISTRIBUTES
OVER 140 BRANDS THROUGH 13 POINTS OF SALE IN
SOUTH-WESTERN NETHERLANDS.
It also has an online store that makes deliveries across
the country and around the world through its website
at www.omoda.nl. For three consecutive years since
2011, online shoppers have elected the website the
“Best online shoe shop” for its service and professional
competence, which also earned the website the National
Homeshop Awards.
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Technical specifications
Omoda store lighting, Goes (NL)
◗ Architectonic design Erik Van Den Bos
◗ Interior design Kunststoff
◗ Lighting design Attiva Lichtprojecten
◗ Installer Saman Installation
◗ Distributor Solar
◗ Lighting fixtures Luthor (Fosnova)

THE LIGHTING PROJECT
The store in Goes, a small town in the province
of Zeeland, in south-western Netherlands,
recently upgraded its lighting system.
The system was designed by the interior designer
Kunststoff and the architect Erik van den Bos.
The customer, represented by the Manager Joost
van Oostenbrugge, requested the installation of
adjustable recessed fixtures to meet the store’s
multiple needs. The system fits Fosnova Luthor ›

On the opposite page: halogen lamps were mounted
at the centre of the store at different heights to generate
diversified light effects and create the illusion of motion.
In the picture below, Fosnova Luthor spotlights with dimmable
LEDs for quality and efficient light, ideal for the retailing sector.
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Top of the page, another picture of the store:
the store develops vertically, the recessed spotlights
in the ceiling outline the perimeter of the interiors
and help give depth to the space.
Here, to the side, a detail of the lighting fixtures
installed at store entrance.

›
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dimmable LED spotlights, a range of versatile
fixtures available in three dimensions. They
offer a technologically advanced light and their
excellent quality and high performance make
them well suited for the lighting of commercial
spaces.
Inside the store, the different colours of beige
and brown prevail. At the centre there is a
big showroom, illuminated with fixed halogen
lamps mounted at different heights to create
a playful mix of lights. In this case, light is
warmer. Recessed spotlights define the store’s
perimeter, illuminating the lateral spaces,
where the customers try, choose and buy
the shoes. Recessed spaces and shelves were
installed along the walls to create an original
visual impact.
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ROME

A new home for Amnesty International
THE ITALIAN SECTION OF AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL,
THE NOBEL PRIZE-WINNING NON-GOVERNMENTAL
HUMAN RIGHTS ORGANISATION, MOVED TO A NEW
HOME.
The organisation inaugurated a new multi-functional
space at via Magenta, near the Termini Train Station
in Rome, Italy. The space was designed by architect
Rosetta Angelini, together with her collaborators,
Cristian Farinella and Lorena Greco. The project was
sponsored by, among others, Disano illuminazione that
supplied the lighting fixtures.
Carlotta Sami, Executive Director at Amnesty
International in Italy, said: “This is a very important
moment for Amnesty International. We will be open
to the public, and we are planning to organise events
with our members and supporters to promote a culture
of respect and solidarity in our country”.
The Rome-based architecture firm ComeSe
concentrated efforts on designing open spaces with
furniture fittings that never reach the ceiling, hence
creating different areas and settings that can adapt to
the organisation’s different needs. Moreover, the use
of removable partition walls helps create and adapt
living spaces to accommodate different circumstances,
whether users intend to create smaller environments
or one large open space. Corridors turn into places
where one can stop and share information.
The lighting design developed by the engineer
Sturniolo used Disano fixtures to cast the right light for

the computer workstations and occupy very little space
in the false ceilings.
The team of designers concentrated efforts on
obtaining the correct luminance levels for computer
workstations, in addition to softening the natural light
entering the room during the day, especially in the
work spaces.The lighting installation fits Eco linear
fluorescent lamps (the entire system runs at a 10%
energy-saving capacity) with anti-reflective coating
and very low luminance levels to prevent glare.

Amnesty International is an independent non-governmental human rights organisation with members all
over the world who support the principles of international solidarity.
The association was founded in 1961 by the English
lawyer Peter Benenson who launched a campaign for
the rights of prisoners of
conscience. It currently
counts 2,800,000 members, supporters and donors in more than 150
countries world-wide.
Amnesty International
Italy was founded in 1975 and has over 70,000 members.
The organisation publishes an annual report on human
rights in 159 countries. More information on Amnesty
International can be found online at www.amnesty.it
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SAINT PETERSBURG - RUSSIA

Buddha statues watching
over international glamour
LUXURY AMBIENCE, RELAXING ATMOSPHERE,
MULTIETHNIC MUSIC, INTERNATIONAL ASIAN
CUISINE. THESE ARE THE KEY ELEMENTS
BEHIND THE SUCCESS OF THE BUDDHA BAR,
INAUGURATED IN PARIS IN THE 1990S, NOW AN
INTERNATIONAL SUCCESS. THE LATEST ADDITION
TO THE CHAIN IS A CLUB RECENTLY OPENED IN
SAINT PETERSBURG.
The first club was opened in 1996 in Paris in
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the Champs-Elysées area. Raymond Visan, a
Romanian French with a passion for travels,
came up with the idea of combining the
elegance of a lounge bar with the mystic
atmosphere of an oriental temple. A gigantic
statue of Buddha, eventually becoming the
symbol of the chain itself, dominates over a
collected space, with furniture in painted wood,
precious fabrics, ancient vases and dim lights.
The background music is an original mixture

of sounds of traditional melodies from every
continent. A relaxing and exciting mixture
created by Claude Challe, a famous Tunisian
French DJ, today established as a music genre
of its own.
Visan, who died in 2010, was initially regarded
as a visionary. His intuition has made of the
Buddha Bar an international success story,
today counting 25 clubs all over the world,
including restaurants, spas and luxury hotels.
Each club maintains the basic features of the
franchise, adjusted to local cultures.
Regular guests of the Buddha Bar include a
long list of celebrities, from pop stars like
Madonna and Lady Gaga, to Hollywood stars
such as Johnny Depp and Sylvester Stallone, as
well as former US President, Bill Clinton. ›

An
ORIENTAL
fairy-tale
born in
PARIS

The first Buddha Bar (see above) was opened
in Paris in 1996. A huge statue of Buddha
watches over a glamorous and exotic ambience, characterised by interiors of painted wood,
fabrics, and ancient vases flooded by a dim
light. Below, the two founders of the franchise: Raymond Visan, who passed away in 2010
and, to the right, Claude Challe.

Featured here, some pictures of the interiors of the Buddha Bar
in Saint Petersburg. The Russian version of the famous nightclub
covers a space of totally 2500 sqm on two levels.
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›

THE RUSSIAN VERSION
The Buddha Bar in Saint Petersburg, inaugurated
in 2012, stands out primarily for its dimensions.
The construction, which is situated in a marginal
area along the river Sinopskaja, develops on two
levels covering a surface of totally 2500 sqm
including lounge area, bar, restaurant and a
number of luxury rooms.
It is the stoutly dimension of the construction
that enhances the scenic impact typical of the
Buddha Bar.
Upon entering, the visitor walks along a
colonnade with calligraphic decorations leading
to a big lounge area on the ground floor, where
the bar is found. The 220-seat restaurant is on
the upper floor.
The kitchen is a combination of classic eastern
specialities, with the French creativity and the
finest flavours of western gastronomy. Served
on big plates at the centre of the table and
elegantly presented are the specialties of the

Buddha Bar inviting people to share the dishes
with the other guests.
The interiors, as in all the other clubs, aim
to create a feeling of comfort and relaxation
with an exotic flare. Fundamental elements
include the big statue of Buddha and the lavish
furniture, such as the mosaics, the upholstery
with gilded threads and frames in painted wood.
Lights have the aim to create impressive effects,
accompanied by the music, and meet the goal of
the room, i.e. to offer a relaxing, comfortable
and stimulating atmosphere. Streams of amber
light flood the furniture and fabrics, coloured
glass and filters create dim effects, for a total
immersion into a dream-like space.
The lighting system installed in the Buddha Bar
in Saint Petersburg, designed by Technical Light
Center in partnership with STW Group, uses
Disano fixtures such as Starled, M45 LED and
Deimos.
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The
SOUNDTRACK
of VIP nights

To the left, a glimpse of the
scenic colonnade leading guests
into the bar. The restaurant,
below, can seat up to 220 people.

The kind of music played in Buddha
Bars is today a successful music genre
invented by the Tunisian French Claude
Challe, deejay and co-founder of the
chain. Every year, since 1999, a 2-CD
compilation is released, featuring one
CD with relaxing and contemplative
music, and the other CD with more fastpaced and energizing rhythms.
The mixture is obtained with traditional
sounds of different continents combined
with contemporary music. The formula
was so successful that it has become a
real music genre of its own.
Over two million compilations have been
sold world-wide.
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www.archilight.it

An online magazine dedicated to light
Archilight is an online magazine sponsored by Disano illuminazione
dedicated to light and to its multiples uses, including news and
information on power sources, lighting products and design projects.
It addresses those who work in the fields of lighting, design,
architecture, sustainability, technology, art and new trends, also
available in English to reach out to the wide international readership
gained over the years.
The articles, published by qualified and up-to-date specialists, give
prominence to all those projects involving the use of light, showing how
new sources, materials and innovative technology skilfully combined
with the creativity and imagination of designers and of lighting artists
can make lighting and the art of lighting always new and attractive.
The magazine highlights the design projects implemented all around
the world, where lighting is the real protagonist of the work, with
extraordinary technical and aesthetic results, often told through the
interviews with key lighting designers and professionals.
Great emphasis is always placed on news and on the most recent
trends regarding sustainability and environmentally friendly topics,
which are today’s keywords in urban and architectural planning,
meeting the demand of higher energy savings, essential in both
interior and lighting design.
The magazine also includes special features on the topics covered
throughout the year, such as public lighting, lighting systems for
sports facilities and big events, LED technology in the retailing
sector, and new interior design products. Light is a language in
a world of colours, emotions, dark and light, as well as energyefficiency and professional skill.

subscribe the

Archilight is a modern and dynamic MEDIUM, which is
constantly updated with new content. It communicates to
its readers with photo galleries and newsletters concerning
interesting news and the most outstanding projects in Italy and
in the world.

Stay with us!
Facebook, Twitter, Google Plus, Linkedin, Pinterest,
Vimeo e Youtube

Archilight has an active and dynamic network of
relations and online connections, thanks to a daily
presence on social networks.

Light is searching for new “visions” of the
world and Archilight informs its readers,
day-by-day, via all social networking channels.
Every day, its newly redesigned Facebook Fan
Page, Pinterest and Google Plus will keep readers
updated with photo galleries, telling the eternal play
between light and darkness.
Twitter and Linkedin will provide the latest trends in
the lighting design world, while Vimeo and Youtube will
show the interviews with the protagonists.

Archilight, in collaboration with Disano illuminazione, is the media partner of the most important national and international
events dedicated to lighting, recognised as one of the most established and specialised lighting magazines in the industry.

Focusing Light on COLOR
the relevance of RED

Deborah Burnett
ASID, CMG, AASM
Benya Burnett Consultancy
Deborah Burnett is recognized
as a leading expert in the field
of epigenetic design, a discipline
that studies the relationship
between the characteristics of the
environment we live in and our
body, brain and emotions.
Thanks to her research and
epigenetic design work, Deborah
Burnett has been accepted into
the American Academy of Sleep
Medicine, she is chair holder of
the Color Marketing Group and
currently serves as a national
spokeswomen for the American
Society of Interior Designers.
Deborah Burnett is the author of
Evidence-Based Lighting Design
published by John Wiley&Sons and
out in 2014.
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Numerous scientific studies have
demonstrated the key ingredient for
eliciting the purchase response is
color. Coloration of objects, aside
from the pragmatic and symbolic
associations for attracting attention,
is also an emotionally satisfying
way of ascribing a sense of identity.
As this plays a vital role in why
purchases decisions are made, the
color palettes of products offered
and the ambient lighting conditions
which enable the merchandize to
be clearly visible are fundamental
tools in a successful retailer’s bag
of tricks. Every purchase from
automobiles to men’s underwear is
predicated upon product COLOR as
the primary reason why shoppers
buy. And the ability of the shopper
to see the color accurately rests
squarely on the quality of the light
source available or specified for the
retail environment.

Case Study
Looking to increase sales, Wal-Mart,
the world largest retailer, discovered
this fact several years ago when
they installed large skylights in
several test locations throughout
the US. The results were amazing: a
whopping 41% increase in profitably
per square foot on merchandise
positioned under the natural
daylight flooding from skylights
overhead. Additionally noted,
was the shopper’s response to the
naturally provided broad spectrum
natural light. The overwhelming
positive response to the skylights
cited shoppers remarking that

products flooded with natural light
appeared to have a unique burst
of vitality unnoticed when viewed
under Wal-Marts’ typical lighting
plan; a 3500 K fluorescent with
low CRI. Specified in the 1980’s to
evoke a more residential feel, this
light source is weighted to emit a
more warm toned light by reducing
the amount of available short
wavelengths or blue shifted white
light necessary for fine visual acuity.
As the above photo relates, what
they received instead was a dull and
lifeless retail sales floor because the
red shifted white light minimized
the visibility and vitality of the blue
based merchandize. On the flip side,
the skylight experiment was pivotal
for a companywide move to install
skylights wherever possible. Under
broad spectrum natural lighting,
merchandize is subjected to a light
source which contained a fairly
equal distribution of all wavelengths
providing shoppers with the right
light necessary to see every product
in the “right” light.

If you Can’t SEE it
you can’t SELL it!
Basic physics explains that in order
for a product’s color to be visualized
accurately the ambient lighting
conditions need to provide the
right combination of wavelengths
necessary to accurately reflect the
color of the object. In other words,
if the light source does not contain
complimentary wavelengths to the
merchandize on display then the
products color will appear dull,

washed out, or barely recognizable
until the merchandize is viewed
outside or near a window. Case
in point: cosmetic counters and
drug stores notorious for featuring
lipsticks which appear soft and
luscious in the store only to
frustrate buyers as their purchase
suddenly metamerise into a
completely different shade once
the lipstick is removed from the
counter’s lighting scheme.
Retailers are now realizing that
lighting is more than just a monthly
expense by reviving an old retail
adage of “If you can’t see it, you
can’t sell it!” mantra. As such they
have a tough choice ahead as cheap
LED light sources are flooding
the retail landscape with highly
energy efficient light claims but
dismal color rendering. Under these
lighting conditions, at particular
risk are today’s most popular
color trends such as palettes of
light to medium neutral shades,
pastel warm toned colorations,
and highly saturated green and
purple tones as these products
will appear to be washed out with
an overly bright but yet dulling
haziness. This is due to the fact
that inexpensive blue shifted white
light sources are typically lacking
many of the wavelengths necessary
for an accurate color rendition.
Of particular note are the missing
long (red) wavelengths and red’s
compliment, cyan.
This fact has not gone unnoticed
by retailers who understand that
“Color sells, but RED sells better!”
The color RED, always a
perennial favorite, is the one
color selling consistently across
all demographics throughout the
world. And today with top product
lines touting extremes of vivid reds,
deep rich magentas, bright oranges,
complimentary teals, and sexy
turquoise palettes racking up sales,
a light source consistent with what
the human eye needs to SEE these
exciting colors is indeed the gold
standard retailers seek.

What is so special
about RED
Established scientific research has
demonstrated that the center of
our visual focus and acuity is in
a centrally located retinal region
identified as the fovea. This is
where the photoreceptors reside
with over 120 million rods and 6
million cones. It is the funcions
of the cones to provide the first
and foremost step in providing for
color vision. The conical shaped
receptors are located at the back
of the eye and are divided along
three bandwidths represented as
short (blue) medium (green) and
long wavelengths (red). These
are weighted heavily with 64 %
of the cones designated as long
wavelength or red biased receptors.
When we open our eyes in photopic
conditions and we “see“ our
surroundings, it is due to both the
ambient lighting conditions and the
reflected light from various objects
within our field of vision. The
eyes receive the light information
as a photonic emission of visible
radiation. This results in a photon
of light striking a corresponding
cone activating the multistep visual
process.
Basic physiology explains that
when a photon strikes a cone, it
deactivates the cone’s ability to
receive another light strike by

changing the shape of the cone.
This then causes an electrical signal
to be generated which then travels
to the brain region where visual
stimuli is further processed leading
to the realization of sight. Before the
cone can be reactivated and ready
to receive another photon signal,
it must go thru a shape restoration
referred to as the visual or
bleaching cycle. It consists of two
components; a necessary period of
‘down’ time and the presence of a
complimentary wavelength within
the ambient lighting conditions.
With a goal of visualizing red
merchandize, ample cyan
wavelength present in the ambient
lighting conditions is needed to
accomplish the task: the higher
percentage of cyan in the ambient
lighting conditions the higher the
degree of visual optimization we
are generating for “seeing” red.
Across all pigmented color palettes,
without the presence of ambient
wavelengths complimentary to the
merchandize reflected, the visual
experience will appear dull, hazy,
and lackluster. An example is
the visual distortion of color we
notice when trying to identify a
car in a darkened parking structure
illuminated by narrow band HPS
as compared to that of a garage
featuring a high CRI light source
representing wavelengths across
the entire visible spectrum. If
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Two images of a Wal-Mart store
in Albany, New York (USA). The
famous supermarket chain has
been studying the effects of
lighting on sales for many years.

the color of objects and their
compliment is not present in the
light source, the human eye will
not accurately register the color
and instead we will “see’ a dull,
distorted, and often unrecognizable
version of the intended pigment
color.

The critical NEED
for RED
The ability to accurately visualize
and RECEIVE long wavelength
stimuli is basic for not only our
shopping pleasure, but also for
the optimization of critical life
functions such as blood pressure,
heart rate, urine output, immune
system function and epigenetic
expression. Governed by the
circadian system, these functions
are in critical need of a ambient
lighting environment which feature
a light source capable of generating
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all wavelengths distributed similar
to that of natural daylight. As the
science is still unfolding as to the
relevance of long wavelength
stimuli on both vision and circadian
function, at this point we can safely
say that built environmental light
source overly shifted towards
short wavelengths and deficient in
red and cyan wavelengths is thus
potentially depriving the eye and
brain of needed stimuli necessary
to maintain a high degree of color
acuity, photoreceptor regeneration,
and circadian response.
The importance of maintaining a
high percentage of long wavelength
red in our electric light source
is further emphasized when you
consider that the brain is uniquely
positioned to process long
wavelength information.
That portion of the brain
responsible for processing the
reflected color information our
eyes receive is called the visual
cortex. Over 50% of this palm
sized brain region is dedicated to
the processing of long wavelength
information.
This is leading most researchers
to theorize why the color RED is
such a universally identified color,
as well as, concentrating research
dollars on why long wavelengths
are afforded so much valuable brain
real estate.
Clearly the need for RED rich white
light is necessary from both a
human survival perspective as well
as a retail merchandizing tool.
Going forward, currently only a
small handful of LED manufactures
have mastered the SPD balancing
act to create a light source which
renders colors accurately. So far
their efforts have been rewarded
with growing sales, happy retailers,
and satisfied shoppers: maybe one
day we’ll also discover that the
presence of robust red wavelengths
in our white lighting products may
also prove invaluable for our very
survival.

SPECIAL

light&retail
Here is an overview of what’s
new from Disano and Fosnova
for the lighting of stores.
One of the most recent additions
to our product range includes
the new lamps with the Philips
CrispWhite technology that
provides LEDs with perfect colour
rendering of both white and
saturated colours.
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CRISPWHITE LIGHT PHILIPS
The new perception of colour
Philips’ Crisp White technology was designed to improve
colour rendering in stores. In only one LED source, research
teams were able to obtain the visual effects given by
lights operating at colour temperatures of 3000 K, ideal to
render the brightness of saturated colours, and at colour
temperatures of 4000 K, necessary to get brighter whites.
This new technology is used in many of the new products
recently released by Disano and Fosnova.

1. OFFICE LED 1 AND 2
A complete family of recessed
polycarbonate spotlights with everysaving LEDs for high quality light and
perfect colour rending, including anti-glare
optics. Available in several sizes, they
were designed to make installation and
maintenance easier. They can be equipped
with lighting controllers to obtain even
more energy savings.

1

2. I SPOT
The adjustable recessed spotlight suitable
for store lighting that can be used in all
interior design applications thanks to its
small dimensions. With a luminous flux of
800 lm and an input power of 12 W, Ispot
ensures excellent performance in terms
of energy savings and light beam quality.
Ideal for retrofitting existing systems (hole
size min 70 max 100 mm).
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3. GOTHAM LED
One of Fosnova’s top-selling products is now
available with the innovative LED technology
to create the best lighting scenes for any point
of sale, and obtain the maximum enhancement
of colours thanks to the Crisp White system.
Elegant and perfectly adjustable, it fits any type
of interior design. Available in versions with
42 and 43 W wattages and luminous fluxes
ranging from 3700 to 4500 lm. Available in trackmounting version or on base plate.

4. COMPENDIO A
Attractive design and excellent performance
levels. This spotlight designed for large areas
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and shopping centres excels for the high quality
of the light beam, combined with a perfect
colour rendering thanks to the Crisp White
technology.

5. LUTHOR LED
Family of adjustable recessed spotlights
available in three sizes (small, medium, big)
allowing designers to use the same fixture to
create complex lighting designs in big retail
spaces. They stand out for their solidity and
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high performance. Equipped with LEDs in the
following versions: 12W and 1100lm, 18W and
2000lm, 26W and 3000lm, 45/43W and 4500lm.
All sources have CRI 80. Suitable for retrofitting
existing systems (hole size min 115 max 210
mm).

6. MILANO
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The most technologically advanced series
of Milano recessed spotlights with high
performance levels and savings in the Ecolumen
version. With a long life (25,000 hours)
Ecolumen has high-efficiency 26/27W LEDs, with
a luminous flux of 2000lm 3000/4000K , CRI 80.
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1. LED PANEL

1

The original design of this fixture was studied to
allow perfect integration into large retail spaces,
while guaranteeing improved light diffusion.
The energy-saving LED sources (over 30% more
than T5 lamps and over 60% compared to T8
lamps), with a lifespan of 50,000 hours, fully
meet the needs of applications where lights
stay on for long hours every day. Equipped with
latest generation LEDs, 31 w, 3700 lm and CRI
>80. Also available in the high ceiling version.

2. ASTRO LED
Equipped with latest generation LEDs,
Astro in the suspended version for interiors
offers the best light quality (CRI >80),
with around 50% in energy savings
compared to a 250 Watt lamp.
The excellent performance of LEDs
is ensured by an automatic

2

temperature controller.

3. RAPID SYSTEM
New LED version for Disano’s top-selling
industrial lighting system. This complete lighting system for stores and commercial buildings
was designed to allow easy mounting in ceilings
or on wall surfaces, and offers the best of the
LED technology. Available in the one-lamp
version (with power outputs of 13, 26 and 32 W
with 1620, 3240 and 4050 lumen, CRI 83) and in
the two-lamp version (with power outputs of 26,
52, 64 W, 3240/6481/8100lm, CRI 83), with adjustable LEDs for improved light distribution.
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